GAIN BETTER INSIGHT,
INTERACTION AND
UNDERSTANDING
Every organization has a variety
of business objectives that
tend to be separated by unique
business drivers, often resulting
in disparate tools, processes and
silos of information across cloud,
SaaS applications and mobile
devices, driving new points of
interaction and data outside the
traditional enterprise. This trend
is leading organizations to realize
the need for better understanding
of their data, what’s sensitive vs.
what’s not, and what needs to be
protected.

ENTERPRISE CONTENT MANAGEMENT
& GOVERNANCE SOLUTIONS
DRIVING PRODUCTIVITY, BUSINESS AGILITY,
AND BETTER BUSINESS DECISIONS

Organizations are faced with an ever-increasing volume of data, distributed
silos of information, rising costs, lost productivity, and increased risk to
regulatory compliance and data privacy. The solution to these challenges
is not a single system or solution, but instead an overall program and
strategy.
Enterprise content management (ECM) is a combination of processes
and technologies that help turn data into business information. It collects
and organizes data and content, and makes it easily accessible to the
people who need it, when it’s needed and while it’s still relevant. A solid,
comprehensive content management strategy drives productivity and
efficiency across lines of business as well as operations.
Information governance drives compliance of corporate and regulatory
policy, and ensures information is stored securely, retained properly and
managed through well defined procedures. These policies help establish
systematic, consistent and auditable processes that become the foundation
for sound application of corporate policies, a key element of any effective
content and records management program.
An effective ECM program can help your organization develop a strategy
and roadmap to bring people, process and technology into a managed
program that drives productivity, improves business insight, and reduces
the overall cost of management and compliance.

This new enterprise requires
solutions that go beyond the
traditional approach to ECM and
are not delivered through a single
platform or technology, but a
combination of methods and tools
governed by an overall strategy
and policies. Regardless of where,
your content is managed and
understood, Sirius can help your
organization develop an effective
content strategy based on proven
methodologies, best practices and
emerging technologies.

For more information, visit
www.siriuscom.com/ECM
www.siriuscom.com
800.460.1237

SIRIUS SOLUTION OFFERINGS
Sirius has over 15 years of practical enterprise content management experience, and proven methodologies for
designing and deploying solutions that solve mission-critical problems, optimize business processes, and ensure
compliance and governance of business content. From content solutions to governance and specific business
solutions, our offerings encompass a full spectrum of ECM technologies for the public and private sector.
Content Solutions
Sirius content solutions help clients transform the way they work by putting strategies into
motion to capture, protect, activate, analyze and engage content for greater insight and action.
• Imaging and workflow allows you to capture documents and turn them into digital images to
drive business processes based on content, context and user input.
• Advanced data recognition further extends imaging by automating the indexing of document
metadata (through intelligent classification and data extraction), accelerating related business
processes, improving data quality, and reducing the overall cost of operations.
• Business content services focus on content as a service through secure, enterprise-scale
solutions that emphasize document sharing, multi-channel collaboration, and usability across
the organization and with partners.
• Enterprise search and content analytics provide access and insight using conversational
search and natural language support to find information in relevant context, regardless of
where it exists.
• Case management includes line-of-business solutions designed to present the relevant
information in context for content-related processes. Sirius offers case management solutions
for accounts payable, employee onboarding and customer onboarding across a variety of
industries, including financial, healthcare, oil and gas, utilities, government, as well as crossindustry clients.
• Digital signature programs help to ensure that proper and auditable consent has been
secured, from simple email approvals to more complex external party verification with digital
ink.
• Robotic process automation provides solutions to “swivel chair” integration, and allows for
repetitive, high-effort tasks to be automated with minimal coding with minimal coding.
Governance Solutions
Sirius governance solutions help clients manage their business information from creation to
disposition, and addresses challenges in records management, electronic discovery, audit and
compliance.
• Records management solutions address the full range of business content, from paper and
electronic records to structured and unstructured data.
• Defensible disposal helps organizations determine information value and use and applicable
retention, to enable the application of defensible disposal decisions that are executed efficiently
and fully auditable.
• Value-based archiving aligns the cost of archiving large volumes of data with the value
associated with that data.
• Application retirement and consolidation projects are made easier and safer with solutions
for archiving data from decommissioned applications, to allow for better retention of data,
queries and reporting.
• Streamlined eDiscovery process for legal stakeholders align it with IT to provide faster insight
into data, and ensure that only the right information is collected.
Consulting Services
Sirius consultants can assist your organization either in developing new or re-evaluating existing
ECM strategies through assessments, roadmap development and planning. Other services
include technical consulting for system performance, upgrade and migration. Our goal is to
help your organization develop an effective ECM program that combines people, processes and
technology into one effective solution that drives productivity, improves business insight, and
reduces your cost of compliance.

OUR DISCOVERY AND ASSESSMENT OFFERINGS
Solution Discovery Assessment is a complimentary evaluation designed to build an understanding of your highlevel business and technical requirements, and develop the initial solution scope, timeline and costs.
ECM Rapid Assessment is designed to provide you with a high-level but clear ECM roadmap, strategy, and set
of tactics. This services package is intended to rapidly deliver a high-level report that will assist you in generating
business cases, and for communicating your ECM program and vision to steering committees, senior leadership
and other stakeholders.
Working with your team and key stakeholders, Sirius will review and analyze your current state, overall business
objectives, opportunities for ECM business value, and challenges to overcome. The findings from this activity will
be used to generate an ECM roadmap, strategies and quick-win tactics to achieve your ECM business objectives.
Included with this report is an overview of the business benefits and returns that can be earned from
implementing the roadmap. Sirius will also present tactical “quick wins” that can be immediately implemented to
begin realizing value.
Records Management Rapid Assessment is designed to provide a high-level analysis of your current records
management program and activity including policies, procedures, teams, infrastructure, standards, materials,
implementations, governance and current issues.
Through an iterative approach with your organization, Sirius consultants will build out:
• A high-level strategy and roadmap for an effective and efficient RM program.
• A set of tactical next steps to help start mitigating your RM risk.
The intent of the engagement is to help you generate a business case and communicate the needs and value of an
effective records management program to steering committees, senior leadership and other stakeholders.

OUR PARTNERS
Sirius works with leaders in the ECM marketplace, including application vendors such as IBM, Kofax, and Box. Sirius
also partners with leading storage, analytics, big data and security solution providers, giving us a unique ability to
expand to a broader information management strategy and solutions across the enterprise.
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